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Married at First Sight Chapter 2675-Kathryn said, “What are you going to 
do? My mother knows you are coming. She won’t do anything. You should 
pay attention to yourself. If you want to know something, if I know it, I will tell 
you.” 

Liberty suppressed a smile, looked at Kathryn seriously for a while, and then 
said, “Kathryn, we have met before, and I also think that you are a righteous 
person in your heart, and your three views will not be distorted in any way, but 
it’s your mother, your biological mother; you have a mother-daughter 
relationship; you won’t stand on opposite sides.” 

Kathryn’s smile disappeared little by little, and she sighed: “Yes, she and I are 
biological mother and daughter. For me to stand opposite her, I have a lot of 
pressure and need a lot of courage. It’s normal for you to guard against me. 
But, Liberty, I really care about you and worry about you. My mother is too 
cruel. 

You are on your guard against me. If you don’t want to say anything, I won’t 
ask you again. But if you encounter difficulties that cannot be solved, you can 
really come to me, and I will do my best to help you. 

Actually, my mother and I don’t have much of a mother-daughter relationship. 
I didn’t grow up by her side. I was already in my twenties when I came back. 
Because Shiloh still stayed in the Farrell family, they still favored her. I also 
know that even if I say that my mother and I don’t have much affection as a 
mother and daughter, it still doesn’t erase the fact that we are biological 
mother and daughter. 

If it weren’t for you, I think I would still take over the responsibility of being the 
head of the Farrell family from her in the future, become the leader of the 
family, and lead the Farrell family to continue on.” 

Kathryn wanted to change the Farrell family’s family rules and clan rules. 

She didn’t want to be so rigid. 

Although the price paid may be a bit high, it was also to allow the family to go 
further and develop better. 



Kathryn took out a business card and handed it to Liberty, “This is my other 
phone number. Not many people know it. If you need anything, just call me.” 

Liberty took the business card she handed over, looked at the phone number 
on the business card, and found that the company name and address on the 
business card did not belong to Farrell’s Group. 

Kathryn said, “That was a company I founded before I returned to Farrell’s 
family. I like making money very much. Maybe it has something to do with my 
living environment. In school, in addition to studying, I was thinking about how 
to make money. Before I graduated from college, I had already accumulated a 
lot of money. I made a lot of wealth, and after graduation, I devoted more time 
and energy to business, and I started my own company. 

Actually, even if I didn’t return to the Farrell family, I would still be a little rich 
woman. Of course, I can’t compare with your sister.” 

Serenity’s net worth was already calculated in hundreds of millions. 

However, Kathryn earned all of her wealth on her own. 

Kathryn added, “Not even my mother knows about these things about me. I 
haven’t told anyone in the Farrell family.” 

Liberty said, “Thank you for your trust in me.” 

She put away the business card. 

Kathryn looked at Liberty and said seriously, “I also want to know what 
happened back then, whether it was my mother who planned it, and whether 
she killed her sisters. The position of the head of the Farrell family is indeed 
very attractive, because the head of the family’s power is too great; no matter 
in the clan, in the company, or at home, everyone has one say. 

If the position of the head of the Farrell family is mine, then I want to be in a 
position of honor, and I want to be in an upright position, without any guilt.” 

If her mother, the current matriarch, really had murdered her sisters in order to 
rise to the top and become the head of the family, then she had come to the 
wrong place. 



Although Kathryn took over the throne from her mother, it was equivalent to 
taking away the benefits and position of her aunt’s descendants. 

She would feel guilty. 

Married at First Sight Chapter 2676-Along with that, a lot of lives were 
involved. 

Decades had passed, and the law might no longer be able to sentence her 
mother to death. At least she could return the position of head of the family to 
her aunt’s descendants. 

She could leave the Farrell family and go back to take care of her own 
company. 

She preferred to live her own small life, away from right and wrong, away from 
grudges and hatred. 

After listening to her mother talk about some of the things that happened back 
then, Kathryn thought that her mother had really done something evil. She 
was not only greedy for the power of the family leader but also maybe out of 
love and hatred. 

Her mother was close to her at the age of seventy, and her dad had been 
married for decades with four children. 

But deep in her mother’s heart, there was always that man with extraordinary 
abilities, her aunt’s assistant. 

Kathryn said, “No matter how much you say, it’s useless. I will use facts to 
prove that my mother and I are not the same person.” 

Liberty looked at Kathryn for a long time, smiled, and said, “You have a 
righteous look on your face. You are very beautiful. If your mother sees it, she 
will find it very dazzling. 

How is your family situation now? I heard that your dad cheated on your 
mother, and your mother caught him. I haven’t seen your dad show up in the 
past two days.” 

Liberty had just arrived and knew about Matriarch Farrell and Holden. 

In Jensburg, this was big news. 



Most of the old men who usually hang out with Holden sympathize with 
Holden. They felt that Matriarch Farrell was too strict, leaving Holden no room 
for freedom and giving him very little pocket money. 

No matter how good a couple’s relationship was, it would break down due to 
long-term conflicts. 

Most of the women were on the side of Matriarch Farrell. They felt that the 
Farrell family was a little strict in controlling their husbands. Holden thought 
that Matriarch Farrell was not good; he could ask his wife for a divorce. What 
is cheating? 

Holden not only wanted to keep his marriage to Matriarch Farrell and get 
benefits from the Farrell family, but he also wanted to live happily outside. 
Didn’t the money he spent belong to the Farrell family? 

The Farrell family was very strict with their husbands, and the daily allowance 
for their husbands was no more than $500. However, Matriarch Farrell had 
given many benefits to the Janzen family. The Janzen family had a happy life 
because of the Farrell family. 

Holden had received so many benefits from the Farrell family. When he was 
old, he still betrayed his old wife, Matriarch Farrell. It’s strange that Matriarch 
Farrell could swallow that. 

Kathryn said, “It’s all over the place. My dad cheated on me, and my three 
brothers also cheated on his old wife. It’s typical that the upper beam is not 
straight and the lower beam is crooked. My dad can still shirk the 
responsibility, saying that my mom is too strict with him. He is too old, and 
there are fewer things to do, but my three sisters-in-law are not old; the third 
sister-in-law is just a few years older than me, and they take good care of 
themselves. 

After mom came back, she caught dad cheating and gave him a lesson. My 
dad has been recovering at home for the past two days. How could he have 
the nerve to go out to meet people? Dad received money from my three 
brothers and Shiloh to enjoy himself outside, but Mom punished him, so Dad 
stayed at home to recover. 

I just don’t know if they can really change. I guess if they don’t change, they 
will still make trouble.” 



Kathryn dared to say that her three brothers secretly interacted with women 
outside. They were tired of the beautiful wives at home. The women they 
found outside may not be prettier than her sisters-in-law. It’s just that men are 
like that. Although they have beautiful wives at home, they always feel that the 
ones outside are not only good but also fragrant. 

Seeing such a marriage, Kathryn did not dare to hope that she could find a 
devoted man in the future. 

She hoped that the truth behind her aunt’s death could be found out before 
she turned thirty and that she could return to her position as head of the 
Farrell family so that she would not be constrained by the rules of the Farrell 
family. 

Then, it was better to find a good man and live an ordinary life than to marry 
into a wealthy family and be a young mistress. 

 


